
III IIHln.: gcnera l terills. there arc 
.,rL'lI.;:!1 grounds for believing that 

K 
p. = T f(T/o ll ) 

. ' .. r~ K measures the interaction be
,,'n the C0ndllction electrons and the 

.. ~, \·ibr.l tio ns and On is a tempera
r ~ character istic of the resistive prop

't" , of thc lattice (1). (The results 
I h.I" alrea dy quoted arc simply special 

,," of thi s. indicating that at high 
, ;; .. ,p t'ratures f(TI8 n ) approaches 

I "R= ' and at low temperatures, 
/ It/. ) This relationship means that 
"' ~ !'rl,dllct fliT is a function of a 

.: ,~d tcmperature 'T equal to T 18 R, 

'.1 \Ie may expect, by analogy with 
.. bch:\\'ior of the thermodynamic 

·.'/,l'ftics of the lattice, to relate the 
·,·" ur.: coefficient of electrical resis
. II at a given temperature with the 

''''';'l'f;ltli rc coefficient of electrical 
. ",t' \'ity at that temperature. In theo

'((',.i1 considerations it is more logical 
~" IIMI- in tcrms of volume coefficients; 

I thc\c tcrllls the rel~tionship is as 
11,,", (6) : 

In ", ~ din K _ d In On (I + d In (> ,) (6) 
, n I d In V d In V din T 

p;~ tWll din KI d In V, which depends 
1 the properties of the conduction 
" trons and on the static lattice, 
.,'lIld be e!Tectively independent of 
'll'Cra tlirc at normal and low tem-
1.l llircs, as is also the term dIn 8 RI 
In r. This relationship, therefore, 
' \ 1I1 lh at the volume coefficient and 

, " 1~ll1rerature coefficient of the ideal 
""li\'it)' are linearly related; this in 
. In means that din Pil d In V will 

4 . I,n~c with temperature only at tet1l-
1.I tlirCS at which dIn pJ d In T itself 

h ."l~C~ . This conclusion explains why 
I, nllls l make measurements at low 

"i'~r;JllIreS if we wish to find any 
'11'l'r.lllI re variation of the pressure 

~ . ;'\'ndcnce of electrical resistivity, 
, c a gla nce at Fig. 1 shows that only 

C' : "'II" tcmpcratures does the tempera-
c.. " ("ocflic ient of resistance change 
h. ··,li':;lntly. 
~I' I 'llI.l tion 6 means that if we measure 

, prcssure and temperature coeffi-
n" ,,~t~ o\'cr a suitable temperature range 
c,' '~.111 detcrmine din 0 nl d In V and 

'1 f\ din V separately, in this way 
'ui,hi ng the lattice contribution to 

"li re coefficient from the con-
,,'II of the electron properties. 

tI "' r~ comparing the experimental 
i ~'·;Jt\ with these theoretical predictions 
0' " h'lIld like to say something about 

" ~\pcrimental methods. 
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Hydrostatic Pressure at 

Low Temperatures 

The application of hydrostatic pres
sure at low temperatures (7) presents 
a problem because al1 substances be
come solid under pressure at these 
temperatures; at pressures above about 
30 atmospheres there are no true fluids 
at the lowest temperatures. The sub
stance which retains its fluid properties 
at a given pressure to the lowest tem
perature is helium (the He3 isotope is 
very slightly, though for our purposes 
not significantly, better than the He4 

isotope in this respect). For that reason, 
and also because solid helium can be 
used to produce an effectively hydro
static pressure, we have used this sub
stance as our pressure transmitting 
medium (8, 9). Other solids can of 
course be used for this purpose [Hatton 
(10) used solid hydrogen], and for 
some purposes the solid to be studied 
can act as its own pressure medium; 
that is to say, the metal is directly com
pressed in a cylinder by a piston with
out any intervening substance (see J I). 

Tn Fig. 3 is shown part of the melting 
curve of He4 (12). Points to the right 
of and below this curve correspond to 
the fluid phase, and as long as we are 
using this phase the application of pres
sure is quite straightforward. To under
stand how pressures and temperatures 
corresponding to the solid phase are 
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produced, we must know something of 
the equation of state of the solid. This 
information is also indicated in Fig. 3, 
in which it is shown how the pressure 
in the solid varies with temperature at 
various fixed volumes (12). It may be 
seen that at constant volume the pres
sure in the solid is not very dependent 
on the temperature; this is because in 
solid helium most of the pressure arises 
from the vigorous zero-point motion of 
the helium atoms and is thus inde
pendent of the temperature (inciden
tal1y, it is this strong zero-point motion 
which makes liquid helium the stable 
phase at OOK at normal pressures) . 

Our technique of applying high pres
sures in the solid state can be described 
as a constant-volume method. The 
pressure is first applied at such a tem
perature that the helium is stil1 just 
fluid-that is, at a temperature close to, 
but to the right of, the melting curve 
shown in Fig. 3. The high-pressure 
bomb is then closed off so tha t the 
helium is kept effectively at constant 
volume, and it is then cooled to the 
required low temperature. In this proc
ess, in which the helium becomes solid, 
about one-quarter of the applied pres
sure is lost. However, the pressure 
existing in the bomb in the final state 
can be deduced from a knowledge of 
the initial density (which is also of 
course the final density) and the final 
temperature. Our measurements have 
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Fig. 3. Part of the melting curve of He' and the Jines of constant volume in the solid. 
The figures give the corresponding molar volume in cubic centimeters. [After Dugdale 
and Simon (12)] 
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